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: Book Reviews

BOOK REVIEWS
NEW MEXICO'S ROYAL
ROAD, TRADE AND TRAVEL
ON THE CHIHUAHUA TRAIL,
by Max L. Moorhead. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1958.
246 pp. $4.00.

dance of untapped archival raw
material.
Here again is a survey approach to
New Mexico's past and one in.which
some 250 years are covered by less
than a fourth of the work. The temptation is strong to speculate what
Max L. Moorhead is professor of might have been written if the state
history in the University of Okla- had a conscientious archival program.
homa, and has written on a topic
The author spent some ten years
which has fascinated historians of investigating the New Mexico trade "
the West and Southwest since the problem. The early period is de- j
publication of Josiah Gregg's Com- scribed, quite accurately, as being
merce of the Prairies in 1849. Moor- monopolized by the missions and
head's work, entitled New Mexico's their supply lines. The trade caraRoyal Road, uses trading as its cen- van schedules were highly irregular.
tral theme to reflect political and In spite of an attempt to reach
cultural transitions starting about Santa Fe every third year, the trains
1540 and continuing throughout
more often arrived every sixth or
some 300 years of the state's history. seventh. In the absence of other
Many years ago, states the author, transportation facilities, the triennial'
Professor Herbert Eugene Bolton caravans performed the public servevoked an interest in the subject ice oJ carrying not only the friars and
which was "not so much the inter- their mission supplies but also setchange of goods between Missouri "SIers, baggage, mails, some private
and New Mexico as it was a very ex- Imerchandise, and the like. Although
tensive commerce which was merely contemporary records have made the
channeled through the ports-of-en- delineations of the route from Mis~
try of those two frontier states but souri to Santa Fe familiar to students
which involved a large part of both - of the era, readers will enjoy the de- .
the American and Mexican nations." scription· of the establishment of the
Professor Moorhead not only exam- lesser known trade routes from Chiines this postulation, especially for huahua to Santa Fe.
The caravan service continued on
the first half of the nineteenth century, but succeeds in proving- that a three-year basis after the Pueblo
New Mexico still contains an abun- Revolt and Reconquest-roughlyaf.\
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ter 17QO-while gradually becoming
annual towards the middle of the
century. By 1776 it was taken over
by the royal government and in 1810
a postal caravan operated separately
from the regular autumn trek. During this period the Chihuahua merchants were able to gain a monopoly
and regulate trade to and from Santa
Fe. Through this means, theyimpoverished the province of New
Mexico, creating a depression which
was not broken until the arrival of
the Missouri trader.
Three large fairs were in existence
and one can assume they were important trade regulators also. Two
were fairly deep into Mexico. The
one, at San Juan de los Lagos, was
held during the first ten days or so
of December while the second, at
the Valle de San Bartolome, lasted
from December 18 through the 23rd.
The third fair was located at Taos,
New Mexico. All three were large
annual celebrations with extensive
exchange of goods and ideas. Professor Moorhead does not stress the
undoubted influence of these fairs
and this is perhaps the most notable
omission from his treatise.
The Missourians were introduced
to the Mexican settlements in 1821
with the arrival at Santa Fe of the
William Becknell party. The era of
,trade with the United States had
begun. A chance at the immense
profit~ furnished an incentive for
American traders and this book contributes much towards explaining

N.M.Q.

away many hazy notions about it.
The only figures known to exist
which show the profits to be made
are taken from Gregg, but Professor Moorhead points up additional
sources of income. For example,
traders would sell or swap both their
animals and wagons once the merchandise had -been dispersed. With
all due respect to the other chapters,
that entitled "Commercial Controls
and Contraband," describing the
machinations between the Americans and the New Mexican officials,
is at once the most informative and
interesting.
Duties collected from the Americans included the derecho de internacion and the derecho de consumo.
The former were national and were
supposecf to represent the value of
the goods as declared in a manifest,
levied according to the current tariff
schedule, and assessed at the maritime or inland ports of entry. The
derecho de consumo was an excise
tax levied on imported goods by the
individual states of the republic and
were assessed at entry to the republic, initial sale, or final destination.
It ranged at various times from 3 to .
20 percent. And while there were
other fees and assessments, the "collectors in Santa Fe were notoriously
ignorant of the law and untrained for
their duties:'
Proceeding south into Chihuahua,
the Missouri trader received a picture of the grim warfare raging between that country and the Apaches.
~
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There tao he became acquainted
with the borderland adventurer who
hunted scalps for a fee. In this case,
the notorious James Kirker, at various times leading a band of American teamsters, hunters, or Indian
allies, managed to run up such a bill
with the Governor of Chihuahua
that the latter threatened to throw
him into jail.
The work is brought to a close
with the conquest of New Mexico
during the Mexican War. The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848
brought an end' to an era. The in.,
land trade had paved the way for
a "bloodless conquest." More impo~nt, however, is evidence that
American teamsters managed to contribute to the general standard of
liying through their necessarily flexible trade practices. and raising of

173

monopolies. Their hardships were
many and the odds....were high so
that it is with some relief that we
find a few of them did actually retire
with a nest egg.
Professor Moorhead has compiled
an impressive bibliography and has
effectively used the technique of.
the biographical footnote to guide
strangers in the area. A serious shortcoming is the maps supplied for
the study. Even a sprinkling of modem place names would greatly aid
the reader to place the routes more ,
accurately. Howeyer, the author himself has traveled the entire trail and
describes each landmark' with easy
familiarity.
-ALuNMINCE

Mr. Minge is studying for the PhD.
in History ~t the University of New
Mexico.
.

THE CENTR.AL DESICN of the University of Oklahoma Press mark was taken from a painting by
the Kiowa Indian artist, Monroe Tsatoke. In
1938, the stylized bear-claw necklace was added
to the undecorated oval, thus completing a device ·whichhad been used since'the establishment of the Press in 1928.

PREHISTORIC MAN IN EUROPE, by Frank C. Hibben. Nor)

man: University of Oklahoma Press,
1958. 317 pp. $4'95·
European ways are profoundly affecting the formation of other important cultures of the world today,
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says.the author of Prehistoric Man in
Europe.
"It is true t,hat this process has
been long in the making," Hibben
writes. "European countries have
penetrated all continents of the globe
and most islands, leaving the contaminating hallmarks of European
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ways. But even as the Eur,opean em- notes and planned to finish the work.
pires are shrinking beneath the im- However, he was killed in World
pact of a wave of .nationalism and War II while serving in the OffiCe
independence, these same people of Strategic Services. He met his,
who are casting off European domi- death after being dropped behind
nation are adopting, as rapidly as p~s- enemy lines by parachute. Dr. Hibsible, European culture."
ben says that in this way the task of
Dr. Hibben, while he might get an completing the book fell to him. If
argument on such statements from the logic of this fails to be clear to
observers of the Red Chinese and the'average reader, it is understandtheir new political communes, has able. However, the task happened to
written an intriguing book of man's fall on the capable shoulders of Hibearly beginnings in Europe.
ben, and the result is quite impresA veteran of twenty years of study sive. Much of the work was done
and a number of field trips to Eu- while on a sabbatical leave in Europe
rope, Hibben has put together a pic- in the year 1951. There Hibben
ture of man's rise from the dim mists checked the authenticity of Fewkes's
of time to what he terms the begin- notes with European anthropologists
ning of history. The differentiation and museum personnel.
between European prehistory and
Among those who had a hand in
history, according to ~is anthropo- the formation of the book were Prof.
logical work, is that history begins at C. F. C. Hawkes, of Keble College,
the time man began to record events. Oxford; Prof. V. Gordon Childe of
The prehistory of Hibben's book is the Archeological Institute, London;
documented not in aged texts but in Prof. Vladimir Milojcic, a German
the writing of bits of bones, pottery, expert on the Neolithic period in
early weapons and the reconstructed Europe; Prof. George Gaylord Simpwalls of ancient villages and cities.
son of the American Museum of Nate
This book, admittedly, is not based ural History in New York, and a
solely on the findings of the author. number of others including associIn the main it is based on [the notes ,Jf)ates at the University of New Mexico
of the late Vladimir Fewk~, a recog- where Dr. Hibben teaches.
nized expert on European prehistory.
With Hibben, the reader will wanProfessor Fewkes had collected a der amon"g the early men of Europe
great mass of data on European be- in the days when Neanderthal Man
ginnings of man and had planned to hovered over his meager fire in a cave
put his findings in a book. However and cracked bones of ancient bison
his death in 1941 put an end to his for food.
plans. One of Fewkes's former stuVisited are some of the famous
dents, James Gaul, collected the caves where archeologists have recon-
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structed the lives of early manLascaux cave in France, Altamira
Cave in SpaiI,l. Names of early humans will become as familiar as the
names of teams in the American
League by the time the reader is
halfway through the book. Up from
the early Stone Age and through the
civilizations of Crete, the splendors
of the Palace of Knossos, Minoan
statues to the advanced civilization
of Rome, Hibben takes the student
of European prehistory.
And yet, to most readers, the most
interesting part of the book probably
will be the first section which deals
with the origins of .man. Time, the
reader will learn, is of little importanceto the archeologist. He is about
as concerned with a couple of million
years as a nuclear physicist is with
a Fourth of July firecracker. Eras,
such as the Cenozoic, when man,
apes and the first placenta mammals
appeared, lasted a mere sixty million
years. If that seems a little staggering, the period when the first life appeared, the Archaeozoic, lasted a
flash-in-the-pan 550 million years.
: Hibben has no argument with. the
vehement types who take sideS on
the "did man really descend from
the monkey" hassle. "There is no necessity for a clash between a spiritual
point of view," he writes, "and evolutionary facts. The most astounding
phenomenon about the creation of
man was the pervasivenes~ of the
change itself."
Hibben says, in regard to primate
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development, that an astounding
seriesJof changes culminated in man
him~elf. "Certainly the creation of
man in this way should be as spiritually gratifying as the more literary
accounts of Biblical times which
were striving to get across a point to
readers unfamiliar with scientific
data."
-JACK SAMSON

Now a reporter for ,the Associated
Press in Albuquerque, Mr. Samson
spent two years in Korea as Foreign
Correspondent for the United Press
and British Wire Service Reuters.
THE WIDE WORLD OF JOHN
STEINBECK, by Peter Lisca. New
Brunswick: Rutgers University Press,
. 1958. 326 pp. $5.00 .

I

In this book' Peter Lisca undertakes with considerable success a
"full-length study" of all of Mr.
Steinbeck's' work up to and including
the lately-published The Short Reign
of Pippin IV; he devotes a whole
chapt;er, with a few exceptions, to
each Steinbeck work in chronological order and gives the book a close
reading, an interpretation, and a
critical appraisal. There is sufficient
need for such a book to make this a
valuable and important contribution
to contemp~rary American literary
criticism.
More than most writers perhaps,
Steinbeck needs careful and informed as well as intelligent revaluation. Although initially he feared
popularity and shied away from it,
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he has been very popular, and in a
sense he has found his fears realized,
for he has been very frequently
misread-by readers, reviewers, and
critics alike, not of course by all, ·but
by enough to give him a pretty
thorough distrust of "critics" and a
contemptuous dismissal of them as
unimportant to the writer on the
grounds that what they have to say
about a book is no good to him because. he has already finished that
one and is at wo~k on something
different. This argurpent is clearly
unsound because it is incomplete,
because it willfully ignores-as writers and other artists have done'
throughout history-the indispensable need both readers and writers
have for the sound taste and judgment of the critic. The trouble is
that it is just as hard to tell spurious
criticism from the real thing as to
discriminate clearly between true
and good art and the third rate and
worthless. A further fallacy here is
that a review of a new book is just
that-a review-and very seldom a
piece of literary. criticism; the reviewer does not have time to bea
critic (that there are reviewers and
reviewers is another thing, quite obviously, but there is no room to discuss that here); it takes time to
digest and evaluate a complex work
of art and few reviewers, everi when
they have real critical ahility; can
come anywhere near it with a single
reading, and that reading usually a
fast and possibly superficial one.
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On- this point, too, Steinbeck feels
deeply; he has said that he can bear
it if a "critic" dislikes. one of his
books and says so, but what he cannot bear is for a critic to miss the
book, fail completely to understand
it;and then praise it for reasons that
have nothing to do with the writer's
intentions. This has happened to
Steinbeck more than once; the reception of Tortilla Flat is an outstanding but by no means solitary
instance. One great failing of' reviewers is to expect a new book "by
Steinbeck to resemble the last one,
or even worse, to be "as good as" an
earlier "big one," like The Grapes of
Wrath or Of Mice and Men and
then to dislike it and find fault with
the writer because it does not "resemble" or is not "as good," and this
in the face of Steinbeck's explicit
statement that he never does the
same book over but makes each in
tum a new and exciting creative
problem.
One begins to suppose that the
critics and reviewers suffer from a
self-induced confusion that justifies .
what Steinbeck, and others, think
and say about them. They have
called him a "realist," whatever that
is, even quite nonsensically a hard...
boiled realist, and a "naturalist," dismissing or forgetting completely the
imaginative, romantic' aspects of
every book up to The Grapes
of Wrath (and since) and especially overlooking or mistaking the
symbolism, the half-dozen major
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characters, the philosophical, contemplative "links" that lifted that
book far above the level of "mere"
realism, great as the realistic element'
in'the novel is. Because Steinbeck's
style is always clear, in simple-mindedness many of them looked upon
him as a simple writer when, in fact,
he has been from the beginning
mythopoeic, a symbolist, writing at .
several levels simultaneously and
therefore requiring that hiueaders
read, understand, and interpret at
several levels, including the symbolic
and mythopoeic.
All this explains why ~r. Lisca's,
The Wide World. of John Steinbeck
is a necessary and important new
book. It further explains why Mr.
Lisca made his introductory chapter
a discussion of 4The Failure of Criticism." It should be pointed out,
gratuitous though the emendation
may:be, that the reviewers "fail" before the critics do and that their
original failure not only misleads the
public but lays traps for the later
critics. Not that Mr. Lisca has taken
any such bait; he hasn't. "He has
everywhere thought independently,
alertly, and freshly. He has read
Steinbeck as the major American literary artist that he is.
His interpretations search the
books and provide readers and re- .
readers of Steinbeck with meanings
and insights that will add much to
their enjoyment. It could be wished
that Mr. Lisca cared more than he
does for East of Eden, for it is a very
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great novel that will endure and that
deserves sustained and repeated readings; it is America as Steinbeck sees
America, filled with ugliness, evil,
cruelty, and despair, "and filled too
with beauty, hope, quietness, and
wisdom r Further,' one may venture
the hope, if not the prediction, that
Burning Bright will not always or
perhaps long be considered the failure that it is taken for today, rather
than the artistically and thematically
stro~w.ork this read~r finds it. Mr.
Lis s readings of sucl~ books as The
Wa ard Bus, The Pearl, Sweet
Thursday, The Grapes', of Wrath, to
cite only a few, and most of the
others too, are excellent. At first The
Wide America of John ~Steinbeck
seemed a better title than The Wide
World of John Steinbeck, but only
to emphasize the depth of the novelist's compassion for and understanding of our vast an~ troubled nation.
But Mr. Lisca is right; Steinbeck's is ,
a wide world, and this book is a welldone job.
,
It is quite handsomely printed and
made by Rutgers University Press.
Besides clear, helpful notes collected
at the end of the volume, there is a
checklist of more than four pages
of Steinbeck's published work, and
there is also a good hldex.
-C. V. WICKER
Dr., Wicker, professor of English at
UNM, is co-author with E. W. Tedlock, Jr., of "Steinbeck and His
Critics," University of New Mexico
Press, 1956.
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THE COLOPHON of Rutgers University Press was
designed by Charles' Skaggs in 1953. "N" .and
''1'' indicate that Rutgers is now the state university of New Jersey. The swashbuckling "Q"
is symbolic of the oldest building on the campus, Old Queens.

To young men contemplating a voyage I would say go. The tales of rough usage are for
the most part exaggerations, as also are the stories of sea danger. I had a fair schooling in
the so-called "hard ships" on the hard Western Ocean, and in the years there I do not
remember having once been "called out of my name." Such recollections have endeared
the sea to me. lowe it further to the officers of all the ships I ever sailed in as boy and
man to say that not one ever lifted so much as a linger to me. I did not live among angels,
but among men who could be roused. My wish was, though, to please the officers of my
ship wh~rever I was, and so I got on. Dangers there are, to be sure, on the sea as well as
.on the land, but the intelligence and skill God gives to man reduce these to a minimum.
. To face the elements is, to be sure, no light matter when the sea is in its grandest mood.
You must then know the sea, and know that you know it, and nor forget that it was made
to be sailed .over.
-po 381, THE VOYAGES OF JOSHUA SLOCUM.

THE VOYAGES OF JOSHUA SLOCUM, ed. by Walter Magnes Teller.
New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1958. 401 pages, 16 pp. photographs, $6.00.

The Voyages of Joshua Slocum makes available in one handsome volume
all the known writings of a Yankee captain, the first man to sail alone around
the world in a small boat in search of the meaning of life and the measure
of his own soul. Sailing Alone Around'the W orId, since it was first published
in installments in the Century from September 1899, through March 19~,
has taken a respected place, along with Typee~ Moby Dick, Robinson
Crusoe, Gul1iver's Travels, and Typhoon, among the masterworks of men
against the ~ea. Although Traveling Alone is truth-the very ring of the
homely words compels absolute belief-it properly is to be included among
such imaginative sagas of the human' spirit. It might be well compared with
. the Odyssey, except that Ulysses sailed not alone nor so far. Included in the
Voyages is Voyage of the "Liberdade," Voyage of the "Destroyer" from
New York to Brazil, Rescue of Some Gilbert Islanders, and all but a few of
the letters of Captain Slocum. These works are virtually unknown to the
world, their titles alone appearing occasionally in prefaces to his masterhttps://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol28/iss2/15
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piece. Voyage of the "Liberdade," published by Slocum in 1890, has been
out of print in America since 1894. Voyage of the "Destroyer," published
in 1893, alSo at the expense of the author, was printed on such shoddy paper
that all but three copies seem to' have perished. Rescue of Some Gilbert
Islanders, published for the first time in this collection, is ~ short account of
the rescue in 1882 of a band of Gilbert Islanders from a small boat adrift in
mid-Pacific after a terrific storm.
r
Voyage of the HLiberdade," might properly have been called the Voyage
of the "Aquidneck" and the "Liberdade," for it is an account of the disastrous voyage to South America of the Aquidneck, a single decker of over
300 tons, and the return of its captain, wife, and two children in a "canoe"
" which he built by hand under trying conditions. Slocum set sail with his
family from New York on the ill-fated voyage in February, 1886, faced with
zero weather and storm warnings. Skillful seamanship kept the sturdy ship
on course, and she discharged her cargo sixty-five days after leaving New
York. Slocum plied up and down the coast, carrying whatever cargo he could
find: mate to Montevideo, wine to Rosario, baled hay to Rio de Janeiro. An.
ep~demic of cholera raged at the time in Rosario, and the government, refusing to let him unload his cargo of hay because he had sailed from a port
where the contagion was at its height, ordered him at gunpoint not to put in
at any Brazilian port whatever. One member of the crew suggested that the
whole cargo be pitched into the sea, but the Yankee captain stood firm
against such waste. Awaiting the a-batement of the plague, he lay in the
harbor of Rosario until the disease had run its course; and after six months
of vexation, he delivered his cargo at IIha Grande at a ruinous loss. Desperate
to recoup his losses, the captain .carried an odd assortment of cargoes: flour,
kerosene, pitch, and pianos "fearfully out of tune." His crew mutinied, and
Slocum was forced to kill o~e man and wound another who tried to assassinate him.. He stood trial for murder but was acquitted. Smallpox later
ravaged his ship so badly that an entirely new crew had to be found to replace
the dead and dying.
The final blow ~e after Christmas, 1887, in Paranagua Bay "when the
current and the winil caught her foul" and the Aquidneck "went .on the
strand:' where for three days the open sea pounded. her and broke her back
and, Slocum adds, her heart as well. He ruefully remarks that "we had
indeed the appearance of shipwrecked people." Mter paying the crew in full,
he had "out of the proceeds ... a moiety left for myself and family-a
small sum." In words remarkable for their Biblical savor and salt, he comments philosophically: "This was no time to weep, for the lives of all the
crew were saved; neither was it a time to laugh, for our loss was great:' The
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Art. 15 was simple: "We would
plan that he and his
in council
not beg our way, neither would we sit idle among the natives: 'We found
that 1t would require more courage to remain in the :far-off country than tp ,
return home in a boat, which then we concluded to build and for thdt
purpose." The boat was the Liberdade, which they quilt f!om the few ti~
bers recovered from the wreck and from the native tre~s, chiefly iron wood
and cedar, which they felled, sawed, shaped, and drilled with the aid of "an
axe, an adze, and two saws, one 1-2 inch 'auger, one 6-8 and one 3-8 auger
b~t; two large sail-needles we copverted into nailing bits; one ropeJ.', that··
answered for a punch; and, most precious of·all, a file that we found in an
old sail-bag washed up on the ~each." With theseto~ls, some carriage bolts
and nuts which he found, coppe,r nail~ which the natives fashioned for him
in excbange for twice their weight in copper coins, and wooden pegs, he
laid the keel of ~ Cape Ann dory, thirty-five feet lorig, shaped the hlJ.ll
from his memory of a 'dory and from a photograph of "a \very elegant
Japanese s~mpan" he had saved from th,e Meek,. a0d a~ded a rig in the .
Chinese sampan style. In this curious hybrid he sailed into harbor at Washington, D.~., "furled our sails and coiled up the ropes, after a voyage of joys
and sorrow~; crowned with pleasures, however; which lessened the pain of
past regrets." The Liberdade, after being given to the Smithsonian Institution, where her size proved an inconvenience, disappeared. It is fitting,
perhaps, that the fate of the little boat is unknown, for it is an 'augury of
the doom of both her captain and the more famous little boat Spr?y, on
which he went into oblivion in an attempt to sail to South America and up'
the Orinoco River to the source of the Amazon.
.
Voyage of the "Destroyer" is a short accpunt of the voyage in 1893 of
Slocum to Bahia, Brazil, as captain of the Destroyer, a hundred and thirty
foot iron-elad, which he towed under contract with the Brazilian Government for use in suppressing a revolt against Rio de Janeiro. The warship,
the invention of John Ericsson, who designed the Monitor, proved to be
iII-made and unseaworthy, but Slocum brought her into port and, in compliance with the contract, turned her over to a Brazilian crew, who sank
her in the harbor through ineptitude. Captain Slocum, who had been
promised $20,000 for fulfiHment of the contract, received nothing from the
Brazilian Government.
Sailing Alone Ar~und the World is to the sea what Walden is to the land.
It is the record of a1heroic voyage by one of the last of the great sea captains
of the age of sail, who sought to try himself before nature to see the stuff
of which life is made. Like Conrad, Slocum knew that the peace of God
begins a thousand miles from land, for ashore man is faced with complexi-
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ties and demands which exact conformity and surrender of the will as the
. price of empty success and comfort. For all men who are made sick by the
spurious set of values for which men today sell their souls, for men who have
not lost 'the capacity of moral indignation in the face of spiritual paralysis
and moral decay, for men who are appalled to find intellectuals with ingenious sophistries blandly defending conformism and neo-orthodoxy to a
world rushing to meet 1984-for all such men Sai1i~g Alone is a tonic and
a hope. Slocum was no escapist, running from something. Rather he was
fleeing to something which could be found only in the solitude of the sea.
He was a happy man in spite of a catalogue of aisasters and hardships that
would sink the average man thrice over. He was a realist who, equipped like
Robinson Crusoe with faith and hands and intelligence, could face any
eventuality with courage and could shout that life, with all its suffering is
. sweet. Slocum, like the fisherman in ,Hemingway's Old Man and the Sea,
,proved his courage every day, but without reflecting on the matter or
making courage a creed that milst fill the emptiness in man's heart robbed
of spiritual value or purpose; and Captain Slocum brought back,- not the
bones of a fabulous fish as evidence of the emptiness of life, but a book to'
hearten and delight all men who yearn for the days when a man could
demand that life yield both joy and meaning.
-NORTON B. CROWELL

t

Author of Alfred Austin, Victorian, Norton Crowell is Associate Professor
of English at the University of New Mexico.

THE SCIENCE OF CULTURE:
"STUDY OF MAN AND CIVILIZATION, by Leslie A. White. New
York: Grove Press, 1958. 444 pp.
Paper, $1.95.
1'4is paper edition of the book by
the same title published by Farrar,
Straus in 1949 will serve to reach a
larger audience and give wider circulation to White's deterministic philosophy of culture history. It is a collection of White's essays which have
appeared in various journals over. a
period eE twenty years. "Energy and
the Evolution of Culture" is the only

Published by UNM Digital Repository, 1958

article written specifically for this
volume. Since the papers were written as independent articles they do
not tie together in a developmental
sequence in the book. White's theme
of "culturology" is reiterated in each
article, however, and provides a
thread that serveS to weave White's
philosophy into a consistent whole.
"Culturology," or the science of
culture, is a Neo-Comtean philosophy of the deterministic nature of
culture. In the paper "The Expane sion. of the Scope of Science," White
succinctly reports his view of tile
science of culture:
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There is a class of determinants of hu· however,. rarely associated with
man behavior that lie outside and beyond White the cultutologist; ~ indeed,
the scope of psychology and, for the most
part, sociology. These are the, traditional many people f~miliar with both areas
customs, institutions, tools, philosophies, of White's writings are not aware
languages, etc. which we call, collectively, that the same man contributed to
culture. Cultural phenomena are super-, or
supra-, psychological dete.rminants· of hu- the two d~stinct and seemingly inman behavior. They are supe~-psychologiC:11
co~patible areas of scholarly endeain the sense that it is beyond the scope of vor. Moreoyer, White does not,' as
psYchology to account for them. Psychology
cannot explain, e.g. why Qne people has . most anthropologists, flraw on his
clans (behaves "clanwise") while another field work data to supf>ort his theodoes not; why one people' eats with knives retical . formulations. Perhaps his
and forks, anpther with chopsticks; why a
.,people prohiDits marriage petween parallel .commitment.to "reductionism," i.e.,
cousins but requires marriage between cross of assign~ng levels to phenomena,'
cousins; why a tribe practices polyandry, • l~ds him to ignore his field maobserves the m.other·in-law taboo, forms
. terials in explaining the nature of culplurals by a{fixation, uses.money; etc. Culture as cultiure can .be explained only in ture. Culture can be understood only
terms of culture.
in its own terms, White believes,

White assigns' fairly rigid levels to
phenomena such as the prganic,
psychic, social and culturallbvels. In
this respect White's philosophy is
akin to Co'mle. On the other hand,
White's belief that technological and
e:conomic aspects are the determining factors in the developme~t of
culture places him in a Marxian
camp. White differs from Karl Marx
and his followers, however, in that he
believes nothing can be done by.ntan
to change or accelerate.the direetion
of cultural development. His position
in this respect is vividly and forcefully expressed in his article "Man's
Contr~ over Civilization: An Anthropocentric_ Illusion."
Southwest1rners are acquainted
with White through his excellent
. ethnographic monographs on the
Eastern Pueblos. These works are,

hence social acts and forms, the ,materials of ethnographic study, would
fail to explain culture.
White's views have come under
considerable criticism. Robert E.
Lowie and David Bidney, have been
the most vocal among anthropologists in opposing White's ideas. Bid'ney and Lowie have objected to
White's cultural determinism and
have criticized White's insjstence
that free will has any important influence in shaping the destinies of man.
On t1}e other hand, White has found
a champion in another prominent anthropologist, Alfred L. Kroeber.
While Kroeber has some reservations
regarding White's views he is enthusiastic with White's "reductionist"
ideas and considers himself' like
White, a determinist.
This new edition of The Science of
Culture .is a convenient reference to

,
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White's philosophy and view of culture. White's position in anthropology is eminent. While his view of
culture has divided criticis into controversial camps, his ethnographic
studies of the Pueblos have evoked
genuine respect from virtually all anthropologists.
-EDWARD P. DOZIER
Mr. Dozier is spending this year with
the Center for Advanced Study in
the Behavioral Sciences. at Stanford.
CONFESSIONS OF A MASK, by
Yukio Mishima. Trans. by Meredith
Weatherby. New York: New Directions~ 1958. 26 3 pp. $3-75.

183

third to appear in English. Coniessiops of a Mask is a first-person novel
co~cerned with a Japanese boy's perception of childhood and adolescence. His parents relinqqish him to
the care of a doting grandmother,
and he grows up in an atmosphere
"closed and stifling with odors of
sickness and old age." Oversensitive,
believing himself delicate, he saturates himself in modern Occidental
literature, from Whitman to Huysmans. His l~fe in boys' school and
after is a gradual adjustment to the
fact that his reactions are unlike
those of his fellows.

Yukio Mishima, one of Japan's
leading younger writers, "is author of
eleven books, of which this is .the
THE SUN, Athenian pillars, and an open book
identify titles from the University of Georgia
Press, at Athens.
SOUTHERN WRITERS IN THE
MODERN WORLD, The Eugenia
Dorothy Blount Lamar Memorial
Lectures, 1957, by Donald Davidson.
Athens: University of Georgia Press,
1958. 88 pp. $2.50.

These three lectures-partly reminiscence and partly speculation-ap:
proach their subject through several
questions: 1) How did the Vanderbilt Fugitive poets grow into the
sort of group they had become when
they won their label by publishing
The Fugitive magazine at Vanderbilt
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University from 1922 to 1925? 2)
What attacks on the South helped
stimulate formation of the Vanderbilt Agrarian group, key members of
which were ex-Fugitives John Crowe
Ransom, Donald Davidson himself,
Allen Tate, and Robert Penn Warren? An~ in what tenus have the'
Vanderbilt Agrarians identified the
South's tradition with the religious
and humane traditions of Europe
and America? 3) What does the experience of Southern writers, from
Poe to Allen Tate, suggest about the
writer's need for the university and
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ing on belief, secure belief in others, and,
unl1ke arguments, are unanswemble, are in
themselves fulfilled and complete.

the university's desire or need' for
the writer?
Davidson's principal material
comes from his memory of his fellow
Fugitives and Agrarians, their views
and their intellectual climate. He recalls, with infonnative detail, the
"discipline and excitement" in .the
Fugitive poets' devotion to the Muse
-their intimate association at Vanderbilt in a "cousinship of poetry."
And he gives U,e formula (citing
ingredients from specific Fugitiv~
poems) for the elixir by means o(
which some Fugitives were transmuted into Agrarians.
The essence of this elixir Davidson
finds in the words "the form requires the myth"-a phrase from
Tate's "Horatian Epode to the
Duchess of Malfi." Or, in other
words, art requires ~yth or tradition.
Fugitives Tate, Warren, and Ransoin had worried the bare bones of
what they felt was predominantly a
disbelieving society-or at least a
society without adequate myth. As
Agrarians they would seek to breathe
life into the remnants of the traditional, believing society which they
thought they saw in the essential
South.
Defining now the Agrarians' ultimate objective, Davidson says:
Our total purpose was to seek the image of
the South which we could cherish with
high conviction and to give it, wherever we
could, the finality of art in those forms,
fictional, poetical, or dmmatic, that have
the chamcter of myth and therefore, rest-
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Writings of Ransom, Tate, Warren,
and Andrew Nelson LytIe all "stemmed" from that "central conviction,"
Davidson declares. All these are "the
South against Leviathan, or in more
positive terms, the South for the
Southern tradition and our heritage
of Western civilization." (ByULeviathan" Davidson means the "modern power state" controlling and
directing the "new barbarism of science and technology."
Wordsworthian phrasing aptly describes Davidson's tone in much of
this book. Remembered "spots of
time" from his Fugitive-Agrarian
past apparently have for Davidson a \
"renovating virtue." By such memories his mind is "nourished and invisibly repaired" when "depressed"
by what he must view as the "false
opinion and contentious thought" of
those who want the South to move
toward integration. Rumblings of
the Little Rock integration crisis
sound between the lines of Davidson's book. He says he prepared these
lectures "in the midst of the turbulent and anxious scenes that accompanied the opening of Southern
schools in the autumn of 1957grateful for the relief of mind that
the act of reminiscence afforded." -:
Of the memorable "spots of time"
here recorded, one stands out sharp- ..
ly. It is the time when, in 1933, after
an enthusiastic conference between
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some Agrarians and Seward Collins
(editor of a new periodical, the
American Revi~w), Davidson happened to visit a Confederate cemetery in Rome, Georgia, and to find
there a remarkable inscription: "Let
this stone forever warn those who
keep these valleys that only their
sires are dead; the principles for
which they fought can never die."
At this point, the reader of Davidson's book may ask "Were the principles defended by the Confederacy
the same as those defended by the
Vanderbilt Agrarians?" And, further,
the reader may feel, if he does not
subject his emotions to his critical
faculties, 'that he must exclaimagain in -Wordsworth's language:
''There is / One great society alone
on,earth: / The noble Livi~g and the
nohle Dead." And surely (the uncritical reader may say to himself)
the noble Living are-most particularly-the Fugitive-Agrarians.
On the other hand, the Southern
reader who has learned to criticize
certain Vanderbilt Agrarian social
doctrines fIlay finally be depressed,
rather than elevated, by Davidson'srecollected moments of emotion and
even by Davidson's abstractI) tributes
to truth, honor, and God. Thecritical reader may recall the un'charitableness of pavidson's pronouncements elsewhere upon the
race question. Such a critical reader
may feel that Davidson's and some
other Vanderbilt Agrarians' failure

"
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to dissociate their Southern traditionalism or agrarianism from the
'racism of such Old Southerners as
.John C. Calhoun has often prevented Vanderbilt Agrarian writings
from serving humanityand justice in
the area of the South's great needthe changing relation between the
races.
Davidson knows-and specifically
states-that Calhoun's pro-slavery
argument convinced neither the
North nor England that the South
of the 1850's and 1860's was defending values essential to civilized life.
Yet Davidson himself has allowed a
Calhounian racism and Tate and
Lytle have allowed a sentimental
image of Calhoun to color deeply
their own defenses of Southern culture. Tate's biography of Stonewall
Jackson and some of Davidson's and
Lytle's articles in the American Review, the Southern Review, the Se:
wanee Review, and Shenandoah
clearly docuI:Qent this point. Indeed,
the critical reader of Southern Writ-;.
ers in the Modern World, aware'.
simply of the intellectual sanction
whicq Davidson has elsewhere given
to the· Dixiecrats and certain antiintegration groups, may not enter
fully into Davids'on's celebration of
the Fugitive-Agrarians.
~C.ANm:WARD
.
Miss Ward wrote her dissertation on
the Vanderbilt Agrarians while working for the Ph.D. in Ameriqan Civilization at New York University.
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INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS brochures, catalogs
and books are distinguished by a pictograph
from "Walam Olum" (red score or painted record ), new translation of a pictograph history of
the Lenni Lenape Indians who lived in southern
Indiana from about 1136 to 1300, Translated,
the pictograph-turned-eolophon means "Those
who were strong and those who had power came away, separating from those
who remained living there." The length of the bodies of the two Indians
signified power; the wavy base line' indicates that they are going along a trail.
Also, the fact that the Indians are armed is significant. In new translation,
it is explained that hunters are the first group to separate from the main
body and to disperse in all directions.
'/

.

WITH SHERMAN TO THE SEA,' THE CNIL WAR LETTERS,
DIARIES & REMINISCENCES OF THEODORE F. UPSON, ed. by
Oscar O. Winther. Bloomington: University of Indiana Press, 1958. 211
pp., $3.75. GENTLE TIGER, THE GALLANT LIFE OF ROBERDEAU
WHEAT, by Charles L. Dufour. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University
Press, 1957· 23 2 pp. $3.5°.;,
The Gallant Life of Ro~erdeau Wheat and The Civil War Letters, Diaries & Reminiscences Of Theodore F. Upson are two new books that will
be welcome additions to the libraries of Civil War enthusiasts beca1,1se of
.
the contrasting characters they present.
With Sherrn~n To The Sea is an unusual narrative written by Theodore
Upson for his children to describe his life as an enlisted1iflernan and scout
in the One Hundredth Indiana Volunteer United States Infantry Regiment. Composed from the diaries, iournals, and letters which Upson kept
and wrote while in the field, the book is fresh, wonderfully descriptive, and
free, for the-most part, of postwar addenda and the hindsight corrections
and moralizing that old soldiers are addicted to. It has all the charm of the
original h~ndwritten account because of editor Winther's restraint in correcting the spelling and grammar of the author, who was far from a polished
writer. However, it has been soundly documented for the military scholar.
Theodore Upson's little story begins on his family farm in northern Indiana in September, 1858, outlines the effect of the coming war on the
local rural society, tells of hi& boyish desire to become a soldier and his
devoted parents' steadily weakening efforts to keep him at home, and then
carries him at the age of sixteen, in April, 1862, into the Union Army and
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the rude camps that served as trainingand replacement centers of that day.
From this point Upson writes penetratingly of his observations and thoughts
as a combat infantryman as he moved with his regiment into the last bitter
days of Vicksburg, the hell at Missionary Ridge where his unit took 43
.percent casualties, the driving chase after Braxton Bragg in Tennessee, and
finally, when he marched and fought under Sherman through Georgia to
the Atlantic, and from Savannah through the Carolinas to the great Victory .
.
Parade at Washington in May, 1865.
Through all of these high adventures Theodore Upson reveals himself,
with total unconsciousness one suspects, as he was when a soldier, a typical
youthful rifleman of the Civil War. A further impression is gained that
excepting the fact that he wore a blue uniform, and that his side was advancing,and winning over an enemy for whom Upson had profound admiratio~ and respect, the story would have been no different -had it been
written by a Confederate. In a startling way Upson is more than just an
enlisted man of the Civil War. He becomes the typical infantryman of all
our American armies of all times and of all our wars. As such, he fortunately
bears little resemblance to that conventional military figure presented by
most of our contemporary writers and novelists.
In the first place Theodore Upson and his comrades were mostly just boys.
Their beliefs, their impressions, their hopes, their fears, their pranks and
games, were those of extreme youth-not of mature men. Upson portrays
the life of.these boys as they hiked through the day-to-day, miserable, boring,
lost, dirty, physically exhausting, rumor-laden and at times ghastly dangerous existence q>f combat infantry. His uniform was not very adequate or
comfortable, his food was usually poor, his issue rifles were not as good as the
repeating arm he finally acquired. He did not ctlre very much for his officers,
but, naturally, he respected those of them who granted any personal interest
in him and whom he felt were brave and yet not foolhardy with his life.
Private Upson marched mile after mile and knew th~ numbing weariness of
jolting on throug}l mud and rain and dust. He was often sick, wet and cold.
He dug his body into the earth again and again. He formed deep friendships
with ,something akin to fear, because death was such a constant and irresponsible companion in his company he was almost afraid to become too
close to any other man. Throughout his service he was always adjusting his
attitude toward life dnd the war. Like most soldiers, he had a girl at home
whom he really did not know very well or intimately before he left. Yet this
young lady became a symbol of a clean and decent world, and although he
was spared the wickedly cruel "Dear John" letter of all wars, her death left
him temporarily disconsolate and hopelessly depressed.
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Rifleman Upson was frequently scared and was never a conscious hero.
He went forward into enemy fire because hjs company advanced; he ran
when they did. He v9lunteered for hazardous duty as a scout and courier
and then wished he had not done so, but when the awful moment. for action
in combat came he stood firm and played his oloody part ably. Like most
soldiers he forgot quickly the traumatic details of battle and remembered
only the trivial horseplay of camp. He was genuinely modest, yet he wanted
others to know he had been cited for bravery, and he desperately asserted
his importance, as an individual by relating his meetings with his great
generals, Logan, Grant, and Sherman.
After a time Upson felt the basic insanity of the war. He watched his
regiment shrink constantly from,casualties and started to doubt the personal
invulnerability he once felt. God became more than a childhood figure to
him, and he began to accept his lot with dull, insensitive fatality. He
avoided his own wounded when he could and the horrible dressing stations,
and yet he went on serving his company and his country steadfastly. In
short, Theodore Upson and thousands like him killed and defeated their
enemy and won 'a w~r through quiet, cold courage.
The most important aspect of Upson's narrat~ve for the person interested
in Civil War history is the mass of descriptive material it contains. It is
composed of details concerning the life, equipment, and tactics of the Civil
War infantryman. These little points are those seldom touched upon by the
great accounts of the war, and Upson's small v6lume will gain recognition
as a source book, now that it is available to historians.
Gentle Tiger is another matter. It is an enjoyable book primarily b~cause
it has been written in a charming and breezy manner by an accomplished
newspaperman, Charles L. Dufour, from very weak and slender primary
source material. The book deals with a bizarre Confederate character, Major
Roberdeau Wheat, who at the time of his death in battle commanded the
Louisiana Tiger Battalion of the Louisiana Brigade of Stonewall Jackson's
Army.
Roberdeau Wheat was to the last days of his short life of thirty-six years
a flamboyant, lovable, pathetic failure. Born in Virginia of a poor Episcopal
minister father and a very gentle mother, young Wheat took an A.B. degree
from 'the University of Nashville in 1845. He then embarked on the study
and practice Of law at Nashville and New Orleans with great expectation\
of immediate wealth and fame. His. career in law never got ·off the ground,
but he was saved by the Mexican War in which he served as a lieutenant of
the First Tennesse~ Mounted Regiment. Wheat's military service was completely undistinguished; he was either ill in Texas, on recruiting duty, or
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invariably arriving on the scene just after major battles took place. Always
haunted"l>ybad luck, he returned to civil life to find that his childhood
sweetheart, whom he courted for years and confidently expected to take as
his wife, had married a wealthy rival. Rob Wheat seems to have loved
Marina Cheatham the rest of his life and never married. Disgusted with his
lack of progress in law and politics following the Mexican War, Rob embraced the cause of Manifest Destiny and became a soldier of fortune.
Fr6m then until the eve of the CiVIl War his name wa~ connected with
almost ,all of the abortive filibustering raids and insurrections of Latin
America. In the 1850'S he joined the minor military expeditions and revolutions sponsored by Narcisco Lopez in Cuba and Carvajal and Alvarez in
Mexico. He later plotted and served with WiIIiamWalker in California
anq Nicaragua. Unfortunately for the story, the author never makes it very
c1~r what part Wheat played in these military fiascos, or indicates convincingly that he had much real prominence in them. One fact does stand
out; the interlude gave Wheat the opportunity to becom~ acquainted with
a large number of adventurers, freebobters; and toughs from the'lower
Mississippi Valley and New Orleans. In between filibustering expeditions
Rob backed the wrong party in Louisiana politics and tried unsuccessfully
to sell the Federal Government an "accelerated" cann~n. In 1860 he sailed
for England and with other wild spirits joined Garabaldi in Italy where he
served on that revolutionist's staff in an unspectacular fashion.
As the Civil War came on and it became apparent that the seceding
states were erecting considerable military organizations, Wheat hastily left
Italy and returned to Louisiana to offer his sword. As usual he was deeply in
debt; a gigantic, handsome, bustling young man, with champagne tastes and
no means to support them~ In his mother's words at the time, he had
"trifled away his life, seeking riches in a day." By April, '1861, Rob had
recruited a company of volunteers in New Orleans made up of gutter Irish,
wharf rats, and old companions of his filibustering days. In April, his company expanded to a battalion of 450 kindred souls, he entrained with them
for the Virginia front, now a major in the new Confederate States Army.
Wheat's Louisiaria Tigers were little more than an undisciplined mob of
looters, thieves, fighters and troublemakers. Although they seemed to ,put
up with Wheat, he obviously had little disciplinary confrol over them. To
make a poor situation worse, they stood out in the Army of Virginia for all
to see and note because of their elaborate and colorful Zouave uniforms. In
a short time the other Confederate troops of the line had difficulty in determining which were the more dangerous, the Yanks or Wheat's Tigers.
At 'Manassas, Wheat's battalion held the extreme left of the Confederate
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position above the Rock Bridge over Bull Run. Here McDowell planned_a
diversionary attack while his main body swept around tl}.e left flal!k of the
Confederate positions, and here Rob Wheat, single-handed, almost lost tile
Battle of Manassas for the South. As William T. Sherman's skirmishers
loudly moved in on the approaches to the Rock Bridge, Rob was unable to
contain himself. He spurred his horse across a ford a mile above the bridge,
cried defiance at the Union troops and dashed back again. General Sherman's sharp eyes, marked this foolish display and the unknown ford it disclosed. Later in the day he would cross his men there in a flanking attack
-and ~llapse the Confederate front. II
It was soon obvious that the Union attack at the Rock Bridge was not
being presse.d. When word was signaled from Wilcoxen Hill of the flanking
advance of McDowell's main column, Evans' Brigade, in which the Tigers
serVed, was thrown into its path. No great decision was required to do this;
the main force of the Union was sweeping openly down on the Confederate
flank and Evans' men were the only ones available to stop the rush.
Wheat's Tigers were sent out in front of the little brigade and it was here
they earned their everlasting fame as savage fighters. Vastly outnumbered
they held off attack after attack. Rob Wheat fell early in the fight with a
Minie ball through his great chest, but Evans' Brigade stemmed the Union
advance for nearly an hour until reinforced byBee, Bartow, and Stonewall
Jackson. At noon Sherman attacked by the ford Wheat had revealed and
sent the Confederates into wild retreat. It was not until late afternoon that
J}eauregard and Johnston managed to re-form and hurl the Federals back
to Washington.
The dreadful wound that Rob Wheat received beside the Sudley-Manassas Road should have killed him. However, he recovered slowly, resumed
his command, and spent the winter of 1861 roistering, drinking, banqueting
and endangering his health by riotous living in the Confederate winter
camps. While their leader was thus engaged, the Tigers added more disgrace
to their garrison name by earning the distinction of being the first unit in
the aqny to have men court-martialed and shot for a military crime.
Roberdeau Wheat's reputation was saved and refurbi~hed for posterity in
the spring of 1862 v..:hen the Louisiana Brigade was placed under General
Dick Taylor and assigned to Stonewall Jackson at New Market. Here, at
last, a change came over the wild Tigers and their brash commaI!,.der. General Jackson was not a commander to fool with. No nonsense was brooked
.il} his army and the Tigers knew it. They learned to march without looting
and straggling, and when they fought at Front Royal and Port Republic
they delighted Jackson with their dash and savagery. Here were perfect shock
.~ ,.
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troops for the dour Calvinist, and the Tigers became a keen, ;killing instrument in his, steady hands. In turn, the Louisianians and bluff, simple,
hard-drinking Rob Wheat came to view the general with "superstitious
reverence."
After the fierce fighting at Port Republic, where Wheat covered himself
literally with blood and glory, Dick Taylor asked Jefferson Davis for his'
long over-due promotion, stating, "I am happy in the belief that his habits
have been materially changed for the better . . ." Davis agreed that Rob
should be made a colonel as soon as a regiqient could be assembled for him.
Before this deserved promotion could be rarranged Roberdeau Wheat was
killed at the Battle of Gaines Mill in the IChickahominy Swamps, valiantly
leading his "planters," who now barely numbered two hundred men. He
was buried, as he had requested, where he fell and his name and that of his
wild Tigers wedt down in the warbooks of the Confederacy as elite fighters.
Gentle Tiger makes thrilling reading. Its weakness as authoritative history
lies in the vagueness of information concerning its primary character, and
the warm tendency of the author to make Rob Wheat a much greater man
and a more superior military figure than he was.
-RICHARD S. BROWNLEE

Assistant Director of the Division of Continuing Education at the University of Missouri, Richard !Jrownlee is author of "Gray Ghosts of the Confederacy," a recent LSU Press title.

THE FLEUR-DE-LIS, imprint of the LSU Press,
signifies the rich French heritage that is Louisiana's. In the center of the fleur-de-lis is a miniature tower, a reproduction of the Memorial
Tower which is the trademark of the University.

DANIEL DEFOE: CITIZEN OF
THE MODERN WORLD, by
John Robert Moore. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1958. 425
pp. $7·5°·
In 1719 Daniel Defoe, aged fiftynine and as usual in need of money,
wrote a travel book in the hope of
capitalizing on the great interest in
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such writing. The book, Robinson
Crusoe, did bring him some money
and, moreover, it immediately took
its place among the classics of English literature. Professor· Moore has
not written a literary appreciation of
.Robinson Crusoe nor of the other
works that we now regard as Defoe's
greatest: Moll Flanders, A Journal
of the Plague Y~he Apparition
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of Mrs. Veal, Roxanna. He has in- his own. Professor Moore does not,
stead, after thirty years' research and however, look on Defoe as a comstudy, written the most authorita- . pletely unprincipled man whose pen
tive biography we have of their au- was for hire. He points out that De. thor; and he supplies much new foe considered himself a civil servant,
evidence for his not entirely new working for the country rather"than
thesis that Defoe, in his life as in his for any party; that he was grateful to
writings, is the first great modem.
Harley, who had (for his own purLike most recent biographers of poses) helped him after his imprisonDefoe, Moore is more sympathetic ment in 1703; and, finally, that his
than earlier biographers were. These constant poverty probably drove. him
earlier writers had fewer facts to on occasion to sacrifice principle to
draw on, and they-were perh.aps in- expediency. For Defoe never recov- .
fluenced by the aristo~ratic contempt 'ered financially from his first bankpowerful eighteenth-eentury ligures ruptcy in 16<)2. ~Professor Moore
like Pope and Swiff felt, for Defoe- attributes the failure of Defoe's tile
. the Low Churchman, Whig, profes- yard partly to his somewhat reckless
sional journalist, and unsuccessful business methods bu~ largely to abbusinessman who suffered the hu- normal conditions brought ~out by
miliation of imprisonment a~d ex- the war with France. He tried val- ..
posure in the pillory. Professor iantly but unsuccessfully. to pay his
Moore, without evading the moral creditorsi.n full, and under the harsh
and ethical questions that any con- bankruptcy laws of the time he was
sideration of Defoe's activities raises, 'for the rest of his life in danger of.
puts his activities in a more favorable imprisonment for these old debts
light by supplementing the findings (he was in/hiding from a peISistent
of earlier biographers and in some creditor when he died ~n 1731 at the
instances correcting their distortions age of seventy-one).
and misinterpretations of the facts.
As for Defoe's appearances in the \
Defoe was for many years a g()v- pillory, Professor Moore, ,in the longernment agent......a spy-.;.and this is a.. est and perhaps most interesting
profession we tend to think of as at ,chapter in the book, shows clearly
best a necessary evil. Further, though that his conduct in this affair was on
.he was a Whig and a Dissenter, he the whole admirabie.Late in 170'1.,
worked as enthusiastically for Harley, . when High Churchmen were threatthe Tory and High Churchman who. ening extreme measures againsf all
controlled England from 1702 to Protestants other th;m Anglicans,
1714, as he had earlier worked for Defoe wrote T~e Shortest Way with
King William, whose religious and the Dissenters, in which he"ironically
political views were much closer to ,dvocat~d han~ng all non-e~rmhttps://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol28/iss2/15
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ists forthwith. To his dismay, High sonance of its title, but an anticipaChurchmen and Dissenters alike tion of Hersey's account of the
took him seriously. A' second article bombing of Hiroshima.
This book is, of course, not the
pacified the Dissenters but gave the
Tory and High Church authorities first in which Defoe is called the
an excuse to alr~st Defoe, their real . father of modern realistic writing.
aim being to get information they Earlier critics have admired the vivid
could use to discredit King William realism of his stories, those that are
and the previous regime. When De- the products of his imagination as
foe refused to cooperate, he was sen- well as those based on facts: a realtenced to an indefinite term in ism he achieves by his passion for
prison and to the pillory; but what details, facts, and statistics and by his
was meant as a humiliation became vigorous, straightforward language.
a triumph. The crowd, probably be- Professor Moore,; however, does not
cause most of them were Dissenters, confine himself to Defoe's ,few welltreated him lik~~a hero, cheering him known works, though he discusses
and decorating the pillory with them; one of the chief virtues of the
flowers: a very different picture frdm book is that he examines many lesserthe one Pope gives us in his' fa- known works, some of them not premous but deliberately inaccurate viously thought to be Defoe's, to
line, '''Earless on high stood un- demonstrate that Defoe is mod~rn in
abash'd'De Foe."
his interest in social, economic, and·
In another very interesting chap- political problems that are still with
us, in his inquiring, practical, sciente~ Professor ~oore explains, in detaIl how Defoe ~rote what m'lght b6 tific turn of mind, and in his tolerant
called the first "documentary." In and liberal attitudes, as well as in his
1703 a great storm; devastated much prose style.
"of England. Defde, like many reliThe author's desire to prove that '
gious .pepple of his time, attributed Defoe was the first great writer who
such natural disasters to God's an- was also an economist, a sociologer, but he had a journalist's keen gist, and a social historian perhaps
interest in the storm itself. After causes him at points to neglect the
traveli~g around the country for sev- . deeper significance of Defoe's greateral months collecting first-hand ac- est works. University lecturers may
counts, he published The Storm: or, hold Robinson Crusoe up "as the exA Col1ection of the most Replark- emplar of our fundamental economic
able' Casualties and. Disasters which • problems," but this does not fully
happened in ~he late dreadful Tem- explain Crusoe's appeal to many
pest, both by Sea and Land-a work generations of readers. Ana though
of the eighteenth century in the re- Defoe's interest in improving' social
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cond,itions may explain his account
of Moll Flander's birth in Newgate
Prison, we close the book remembering her irrepressible love of life rather
than the circumstances of her birth.
Yet we know much more about
Defoe from this examination of his
more obscure works. To cite only a
few of the suggestions indicating
his varied interests and his essentially modern approach to, problems:
farmers should fertilize their land
•
<!'
WIth manure, and they should store
winter provisions for their cattle;
business men should have some way
to protect themsel~es against the loss
of, their goods; sailors should not be
victimized by press gangs, and they
should be protected against loss of
pay because of illness or injury; the
state should establish hospitals and
pensions for the aged, the crippled,
and the infirm; London should have
a fire-fighting organization, including
a vehicle that can travel to the fire;
it should also have more efficient
ways of dealing with suspected criminals, including some method for
checking the truth of ~eir statements; slavery is economically profitable but morally wrong, and it should
be abolished as soon as possible.

NM.Q.

These ideas,' and many more, spring
from what Professox: Moore calls Defoe's most cherished belief: "that
most of mankind's problems could
be solved by the ingenuity of man."
Whether we share Defoe's optimism
or not, these pamphlets make good
reading; and our acceptance of many
of his ideas is in itself proof of his
advanced thinking.
Scholars will probably never be in
complete agreement on all the facts
of Defoe's life nor on the interpretation of them. Professor Moore has
not been able to· account for some
periods in Defoe's life, and his
strongly-held religious and political
views will continue to make him a
controversial figure. This book is not
definitive in the sense that it answers
once and for all every question about
Defoe. But it is indispensable to
anyone interested in him, whether
the interested person is a specialist
in eighteenth century literature or
simply a curious fellow-citizen of
Defoe's world. -MARJORI~ RYAN
Assistant Professor of English at Arizona State University, Miss Ryan's
interests are the 18th century and the
novel. She has published in "Faulkner Studies" and "Critique."

THE COLOPHON of the University of Chicago
Press is an abstraction of the Great Seal of the
University of Chicago. The phoenix intimates
perpetual life, and the book above the phoenix'
head usually bears the motto of the University:
Cresat Scientia Vita Excolatur (Let Knowledge
Grow that Life May Be Enriched).
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GRAND CANYON TODAY AND
ALL ITS YESTERDAYS, by Joseph Wood Krutch. New York: William Sloan, 1958.292 pp. $5.00.
Readers already acquainted with
Joseph Wood Krutch's writings will
not expect Grand Canyon: Today
and All Its Yesterdays to be the superficial type of travel book commonly inflicted upon the reading public.
Mr. Krutch is in the habit of probing
deep into a~y subject he undertakes
and he never fails to enliven whatever he writes with his own philosophical interpretations. Grand Canyon is an honest, thought-proyoking
. book in which the author not only
. invites us, the American people, to
take a look at our greatest wilderness
heritage still intact, but in which he
also invites us to take a good look at
ourselves in connection with the fate
of that heritage and of future mankind.
When, some nine years ago, Mr.
Krutch, former Brander Matthews
Professor of Drani-atic Literature at
Columbia, and distinguished drama
critic and author, quietly turned to
nature writing and produced The
Twelve Seasons and The Best of
Two Worlds, he probably surprised
neither his friends nor himself. What
a man does when he is free to make
a choice is usually the thing in which
he has always been the most interested and which he already knows a
great deal abolit. "Po~sibly it is significant/' Mr. Krutch has said, "that'
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my youthful interest was scientific
and that I have retained considerable
interest in the sciences." The quality
of Mr. Krutch's nature books, including The Desert Year, wHich won the
coveted John BurrougH's medal in
1952, The Great Chain of Life, The
Voice of the Desert and others,
prov~s that his talent in the field of
nature writing is as outstanding as
in other fields in which he has distinguished -himself.
Mr. Krutch's intentions in Grand
Canyon appear to be essentially the
same as those in his previous nature
books. He merely introduces a more
grandiose setting and opens the doors
to a larger world of wonder and beauty. He points out the importance of
this natural world to man's higher intellectual achievement and spiritual
well-being. "Mankind's deepest roots
are anchored in the world of nature.
It is the great source of Joy and Beauty as opposed to Pleasure and Elegance. And it is at his peril that he
permits these roots to wither as inevitably they do when his whole experience is with the machine."
Enormous work has gone into this
thoughtful volume. Twenty years
.ago, when Mr. Krutch visited the
Canyon for the first time he sensed
that here was something more than
meets the eye. Lured by this conviction, he came back again and again
and made a long-term study of the
Canyon. Muleback trips over the
popular tourist trail (Bright Angel)
as well as over little-known trails,
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even observations from a plane, net- and contemplation, and in direct
contrast to that of the frenetic modted him a variety of information.
-In the opening of the book Mr. em travelogue which yanks the harKrutch states thatthe Canyon is ried reader from one place to another
more than the mere spectacle it is leaving him empty of any impression
generally considered to be by the other than urgency.
The main part of the book, the
thousands who have already visited it
or plan to do so some day. It is "a appraisal of the Canyon is adistiUa- .
biological unit and the most reveal- tion of information gathered from
ing single page of earth's history any- wide sources plus the author's interwhere open on the face of the globe." pretations in terms of man's basic
It is also one of the few places left -intellectual and spiritual needs. Aswhere man can escape the clamor suming that you can't see what you
and stress of a world he rebuilt to suit don't know, Mr. Krutch personally
himself, and where he can find the conducts us on trips into the Canyon,
quiet tp ponder his way out of the pointing out and explaining with
man-made predicament he is in to- clarity many things of interest founp
day; one of the last strongholds of no place else, and thus proving wh~t
nature in Jad, where many can still he set out to prove that the Canyon
find "that brief experience with soli- is an irreplaceable book of history
tude, silence, and a glimpse of nature and that "it is ready to teU a story to
herself which, to some greater or those who will listen." Says Mr.
less degree, they do feel the need of." Knltch, "Nowhere else on the sur•
Before he takes us Into the Can- face of the earth is so long a stretch
yon Mr. Krutch. prepares us for the of geological time exposed in such
experience. Starting with.the familiar undisturbed and easily read layers."
view from the south rim, which is We journey with him through eons
all that most people ever see or know of time and through climates ranging
of the "spectacle:' he strives to help from sub-tropical t? Arctic, seeking
us relate ourselves to the stupendous out what may be learned from pasV
landscape, to "get into the picture" ages by studying the layers. of rock
rather than "remain outside the and the fossils of the Canyon's most
frame." He all' attempts to instill ancient plants and animals.
As we journey, the author explains
in us something of the serenity and
tranquillity of the great silence, and how the Canyon came to be, the part
thus skillfully sets the relaxed mood the river played and is still playing
and sauntering pace which he is to in its making; how nature builds,
maintain throughout the book. This tears down, and builds again. He
is the mood and pace of the nature talks of men who first explored the
philosopher! suitable for observation Canyon, their reactions and their
\
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contributions to history. We· visit where, no escape from the rumble
Sunset Crater. We learn of the In- and the crash, the clank and the
dians who still live in the Canyon, .screech which seem to be th~ inevitQf the white pioneers. We learn able accompaniment of technology?
where and how 'the Canyon yields Whatever man does or produces,
important information representing noise seems to be an unavoidable byall the classified knowledge of man: product. Perhaps he can, as he now
geology, archaeology, paleontology, tends to believe, do anything. But
he cannot do it quietly."
~nthropology, et cetera. We see
There is no extraneous material
bright flowers blooming, squirrels
and chipmunks leaping and scam- in this well-integrated book. Mr.
pering, birds flitting about in the Krutch'sophilosophical mind somechaparral. We learn of "the marvel times leads off into little bypaths, but
of plant distributiot:l, of the aston- always with a purpose, and always to
ishing success which so many plan~ the reader's advantage and delight,
have had in discovering and colon- As in all his nature books, he is conizing the often restricted and isolated sistent in his attitudes and themes.
areas congenial to them," :and we are Nature is the significant background
surprised to find plant~ like the of human life and natural silence is
Venus maidenha~r flourishing where a part of our heritage. We have no
an isolated spot provides the right right to deprive future mankind of
conditions "in this case an area of his natural heritage. Only in tranonly a few square feet marooned in quillity can man restore his mental
the middle of many miles of inhos- and spiritual health and perhaps
pitable territory." All this 'time the evoke the wisdom which may enable
author ponders the laws of nature, him to survive. The underlying prinbelieving that they shed light on ciples of nature are the same for all
man's future, an angle which dis- living things. Progress is as deadly as
tinctly marks this book as different the hunter.
The author employs his last three
from others on the <;;anyon.
He thinks of the -time when the chapters to drive these lessons home.
machine age may take over entirely "The Balance of Nature" and the
and there will be no place lef~ where excellent analogy "Window Shopman can be alone. "How many gen- ping" smoothly tie the main part of
erations will pass before it will have the book, the appraisal of the Canbecome nearly impossible to be alone yon, to the conclusion where Mr.
even for an hour, to see anywhere na- Krutch points out the evils of blind
ture as she is without man's improve- exploitation leading to the destrucments upon her? How long will it be tion of our wilderness heritages. He
before there is no quietness any- warns us that our last outposts are

""
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in real danger of the same exploitation which has laid nature waste,
first in the old world, then in the
new. His purpose very clearly is to
awaken the people of America to the
importance of wild li~s in terms
of man's basic needs,' pr~nt and future. We, the people of today, must
not be deceived by exploiters for personal profit into selling our birthright
as did Esau for a mess of pottage.
Joseph Wood Krutch's timely volume is a comprehensive course on
the Grand Canyon, instructive, stimulating and convincing. It contains
ammunition for controversial discussion, dOes not steal our thinking, but
leaves us with questions to answer
for ourselves. Documentation is adequare and so smoothly and skillfully
achieved that it in no way detracts
from the reader's enjoyment. This is

NM.Q.

a boole to savor, not to gallop through
at one sitting. Perhaps its greatest
achievement is that it helps enlarge,
clarify and enrich human experience
at a time when America is troubled
as never before by uncertain responsibilities and nameless fears. Far too
much of what we read and hear is a
reflection of our own fears sensationally presented.
Whether Grand Canyon: Today
and All Its Yesterdays classifies as
travel, philosophical 'nature writing,
or ethical persuasion, it is good literature and likely to endure as such:
-OLGA wRiGHT SMITH
Author. of the book "Gold on the
Desert," published by the University
of New Mexico Press in 1956, Mrs.
Smith knows the Arizona landscape
intimately.

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA PRESS uses as a symbol the identifying letters designed by Jane
McCarthy, production manager of the Press.
THE WiNE OF ETERNITY,
Short Stor~es from the Latvian, by
Knuts Lesins. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1957. 201
pp. $3.75. 10 CjJNTEMPORARY
POLISH STORIES, translated by
various hands, ed. by Edmund Ordon. Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1958. 282 pp. $5.00.

•

Several uI1jiversity presses are- performing a va1uable service in bring-
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ing translations from important
literary areas to the hitherto-unacquain~~d.pubJic. Modern stories
from Latvia--and Poland, as presented
by Minnesota and Wayne State, r~
spectively, fill in an effective way a
couple of bookshelf vacancies.
The Wine of Eternity offers fifteen stories and an essay on Latvia by
Knuts Lesins, award-winning European fiction writer, who has been an
American citizen since 1950. The 10
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Contemporary Polish Stories are by
as many authors, eight of them living, and most in exile.
Most of the stories in these two
books deal in fundamental human
experiences, and the most dominant
note is that of folklore, rather than
the social consciousness one might
expect because we hear so much
about the political side of northern
Europe. All of the selections appear
to have been chosen for their universality and appeal' to the Englishspeaking reader, yet each carries a
flavor pungent with its own geographic origin. Each book supplies a
brief, interesting introduction to the
national tradition, along with helpful
biographical data. Both are welledited, translated with sensitivity,
and presented in an inviting format.
The Minnesota volume was named
as one of the "Fifty Books of the
Year" for graphic excellence.
In The Wine of Eternity, translated by Ruth Speirs and Haralds Kundzins, the title story opens with a
passage typical of Lesins' style, in
which each paragraph might be expanded into a whole story:

it coming, but as with any good story,
one is held fascinated on the long
pathway back to the start of the
circle. Homely, humorous, and nostalgic, each of Lesins' stories plays
upon a particular mood. In "The
Fiery Descent of Old Koris," a
wealthy farmer encounters his prospective son-in-law, and the Devil fails
to wear out his traditional "nine pairs
of shoes . . . to bring ·two young.
people together in marriage." A boy's.
love for horses in "Bek,", has elements in common with Steinbeck's
The Red Pony. "The Leavetaking" is
a poignant incident of war which
ends in the personal tragedy upon
which war stories are based.
Edited by Edmund ardon, with
helpful guideposts in the introduction by Olga Scherer-Virski, 10 Contemporary Polish Stories has in its
parts and in its unity, quite different
effects from the Latvian book. Its
stories are somewhat more cosmopolitan, more emotional, and more
brutal. "The Most Sacred Words of
Our Life," by Marek Hlasko, is an
amusing note on a young man's first
love affair with an experienced girl.
"Premeditated Crime," by Witold
Once there lived
young men. The
one was a great drunkard, but the other, his Gombrowicz, is a haunting detective
friend, was poor: in health and never story. "A Cynical Tale," by Michal
touched a drop of wine. Both had fallen in
Choromanski, tells of the contention
love with the same girl. But the one who .
was ailing fell seriously ill, and he called of two engineers ove~ the wife of one,
for his friend when he felt his last hour with a dullwitted servant as emotiondrawing near.
al sounding board, and the author as
The ending of the tale is so simple bemused bystander. J6sef Mackieand meaningful, in terms of Jolktale wicz presents in "The Adventures of
structure, t~at one might have seen an Imp," the problem child 9f Mr.
0

two
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and Mrs. Devil, for whom a department store clerk commits suicide to
become "the first soul captured by
Little Nick in his professional life."
These Polish and Latvian plots are
not new to us, but the climate in
which they operate is stimulating.
-ROLAND DICKEY

TEXAS IN 1837, ed. by Andrew
Forest Muir. Austin: Ut'liversity of
Texas Press, 1958. 254 pp. $4·50.
The author of this earliest traveler's account of the Republic of
Texas is unknown. Identified only
by an occasional signature of "R."
he uttered his impressions in a'series
of articles for the Hesperian magazine in 1838 and 1839. Dr. Andrew
Forest Muir, who has edited this
first reprint of the work, weaves a
fascinating chain of deductive logic
to identify this elusive personality as
a Milton-loving Ohioan with legal
experience who'" was reared in the
upper South, but the mystery of who
he was must remain.
Journeying from Galveston Bay
through eastern Texas to San Antonio, the traveler paints the infant
nation at· a time when, rough and
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bewildered, it was trying to change
its swaddling clothes for more mature garments. San Jacinto and the
Ala~o were recent events; ~
anniversary of the former battle, in- .
deed, was celebrated in the author's.
presence. Strong men; albeit crude,
were these Texans. Their land was
forbidding, underdeveloped, infested
with hostile Indians and brigan1s, In
the pages of this journal the rude
lineaments of the Texan cradle stand
out sharply.
Never did an original source receive more exhaustive editingI Dr.
Muir transmits" a mass of material
which varies from important commentary to crumbs of minutiae. In
most respects he qualifies as a model
researcher. There are, of course, some
data whose triviality is not diminished by the painful earnestness with
which they are offered. He assures
us, for instance, that Sam Houston
was sober at a particular dance, just
as our traveler says, but that the
famous Texan tanked up after midnight on champagne.
The staggering financial problems
faced by Texas at this time, particularly the problem of floating loans,
receive some attention from the un-

TOM LEA (of The King Ranch and Brave Bulls
fame) designed the colophon for the University
of Texas Press. A wreath of a West Texas thorny
bush encircles the stylized head of a IQnghorn
steer. Between the horns is the Lone Star.
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known author. Dr. Muir might further have documented his comments
here by referring to such so'urces as
the British Foreign Office file on
Texas, wherein appears, under date
of a very few years later, a desperate
offer from a Texan diplomat to mortgage the entire country as security
for a relatively small loan.
The University' of Texas Press deserves much credit for a beautifully
designed book whose typography
and proofreading are. nearly flawiess.
-PHILliP C.

STURG~S

Mr. Sturges is Associate Professor of
History and Director of the University of Utah Press.

BEFORE NOON, a novel in three
parts, by Ram6n J. Sender. Translated from the Spanish. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1957. 408 pp. $6.5 0. ..
Six or seven years ago Ram6n .S~n
der faced a group of Spanish language students at the University of
New Mexico to answer questions
about his autobiographical novel
Cronica del Alba. In the course of
the·session Sender remarked that the
formative' years of his childhood
came into sharper focus the farther
off he stood from them in time. He
went on to say that, so far as llis own
memory processes were concerned,
the passage of years served much the
same purpose as a blast furnace:
burning off the dross and refining the
pure metal of experience. The au-
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thor's gift of retrospection (for gift.
we must call it) is apparent in his
most recent work, especially when
we recall that Part II and Part III of
this autobiographical trilogy were
written more than a decade after the
appearance of the well-known Cr6nica, which was published in 1943.
Together in one volume entitled
Before Noon, the three novellas
Chronicle of Dawn, The Violent
Griffin and The V il1a Julieta tell· the
story of the coming of age of a sheltered,bookish and romantic Aragonese youth, Pepe Garces. Sender's.(
insight into the shifting and confus-ing world of adolescence and his
ability to render an utterly convincing account of the succession of
crises, frustrations and !Set-backs that
beset impatient youth, suggests a
literary kinship with such masters of
the novel of childhood as L. P. Hartley and A. J. Cronin.
Sender is at his most beguiling in
this generous-spirited and amusing
fantasy. If, upon closer observation,
many of Pepe's revelations appear
trifling, let us at least be honest with
ourselves. The loss, certainly, is ours
if the discovery that a pigeon and its
shadow fly in opposite directions
does not open our souls tq a feeling
of ecstasy.
.
In the very first lines of Chronicle
of Dawn Pepe tells us that he entered upon the period of responsibilities on his tenth birthday. From'
that date, he tells us, "I began
to take less part in street fights."
l
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Love, YQU may already have guessed, comes to a rather abrupt end when
wrought the miracle, and the affec- he is forced to attend a monastery
tion of Pepe for Valentina, the school in Catalonia. Separation frbm
daughter of the village notary, deep- Valentina is agony at first, but boyens into a real attachment as the ish rivalries develop to divert him
youngsters grow up. Pepe feels con- from his sUffering and there is also
tinually compelled to parade his the exciting rumor abroad that striksuperior talents and manly prowess ing industrial workers plan to lay
before Valentina and she, fawn-like siege to the monastery. Then, too,
and worshipful, accepts it all as her there is the workshop of the lay
due, being the sweetheart of the brother with "the liquid soul," where
bravest boy in town. Hence, when Pepe retreats for long talks with the
Valentina's cousin (a potential ri- happy sculptor and mystic. From the
val? ) appears on the scene, Pepe lay brother he learns something
humiliates him by placing his thumb about the self-effaCing glories and
across the muzzle of an air rifle and sorrows of creative work and much
pulling the trigger. For days he car- about the nature of spiritual love.
ries his swelling thumb beneath his When Pepe tells the mystic, in jest,
jacket, glorying in each excruciating that he occasionally sees a yellow
throb. On another occasion, when halo hovering about his head, the lay
he fears that Valentina may learn of brother replies:
his being whipped, Pepe works off
~'But you really do have one."
his fury by plunging a dagger repeat.!"
"Can you see it?" Pepe asked.
edly into a pile of mattresses in the
"Yes, I see it on everyone, all men
family storeroom. Ardent to express have one."
his love for Valentina in verse, but
"No, you forget about thieves, bantemporarily abandoned by the Muse, dits, murderers, Moors, renegades."
the lover copies nursery rhymes and
"They too/' added the lay brothpoems into a notebook, half-believ- er, lowering his· voice and glancing
ing they are his. Another time he col- around, "Only we don't see it. To
lects myriads of crickets and plants see the criminal's halo one must
them in Valentina's garden to sere- know more than you or I do little
nade her. When our young swain is brothe.r." , . '
'
confined to his quarters by an exThen' .se~ing Pepe still confused,
asperated parent, he turns himself he adds, "Everybody has a halo, but
into a living semaphore spelling out . please don't repeat these things outmessages to his inamorata ~mhis. side the shop. As I told you, .1ittle
. .. friend, everybody has a halo because
upstairs bedroom.
.
In Part II, The Violent G.ri n, there is not a single man without his
Pepe Garces' sheltered childhood conscience and in it all men suffer

•
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and purge their sins before death. Villa Julieta one afternoon Pepe ap. TIie Providence that directs and propriates the whole of the lovely
watches over everything kytows fuII gardens for Valentina and himself.
weIl that the wicked and just are just "Looking arpund I thought: this is
like everybody else. When a criminal the right place for Valentina and me.
or saint does something good or bad, Everything is love. Flowers, pools
with the light or darkness of the and swans. I would like to work here
good or evil they have done, Provi- always and live with Valentina until
dence prepares other events for them we are both old and then both of
which no one can escape. And they us die the same day. All is love
suffer or rejoice again, and so a chain here. And people must be good like
is formed binding them to the rock angels."
of destiny, just like us and everyone.
But after dn encounter with a
Living has merit, little brother. A raging gardener and his taunting
great deal of merit. And all men de- overseer and hearing several strangely
serve their halo, the good as weII conflicting accounts of the drowning
as the bad, just because they were of a child in'the Villa's pool, Pepe
fborn."
senses that surface delights may
In the final of the three novels, sometimes conceal a deeper heIl.
-FRANK C. STUART
The Villa Julieta, eC0I!0mic reverses
(based upon a heavy investment in
German securities) force the Garces Mr. Stuart recently returned from
family to pull up their village roots ,England, where he received the M.A.
and move to Zaragoza. This fateful degree in modern European history
move coincides with Pepe's emer- from Queen Mary College, Univergence into puberty and it is in Zara,;. sity of London. He is now a graduate
goza that the boy has to face some assistant in the University of New
blunt realities. Visiting the idyllic Mexico department of history.

•

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO PRESS uses the design from a bowl made by' a potter of the
Mimbres VaIIey insouth-eentral New Mexico,
whose Indian inhabitants left a classic heritage
of pictorial and geometric ceramics dating from
A.D. 950 to 1l5Q. The drawing was copied by
Mrs. Harriet S. Cosgrove, who participated in
the original Mimbres excavations, and is an au-_
thoritY on this pottery.
..
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continuation of this art [the baIl~d]
form."
York: Oxford University Press, 1958.
Excepting the first hvo sections of
272 pp. $5.5°.
. the book, most of the pieces. included
are not "about an actual murder."
.
This book, we are told, is a collec- One is surpris~d to find songs about
tion of ballads and their storie~ a . fights with the Indians, labor union
study of "the folklore of murder"; troubles, religious persecution, and
"each song tells of anactuai murder even the Salem witch trials classified
committed in this country, and ~ach as murder ballads.
is, so far as I have been able to learn,
If the book has nothing to do. with
the work of a humble minstrel." .
folklore, except in a most casual way,
Mrs. Burt's ballads ·are scattered we might at lea~t expect it to be
throughout her text, without benefit a documentary work on American
of title headings. They are a collec- bloodletting. But the job is done in
tion of "fair samples," to use her own too superficial a ~anner to be welterm. At times she will quote a piece comed by scholars, as the jacket prei~ full, but just as often she will give
dicts that it will be. Most of the
only "pertinent stanzas," declaring discussion is based on published
that the songs are "all very long" and sources which have treated the subthat. "anyone who wants more can jects more fully, and since the author
make his own."
quotes these sources merely to give
The book includes hymns, comic the reader information and not to
jingles, and a gool1 deal of senti- support any thesis of lier own, one
mental verse culled from newspapers, cannot say that she has contributed
manuscripts furnished by the poets much in the process.
..themselves, and (in one case) SanThe legendary is indiscriminately
ders' Fourth Reader. Theunick:nti- mixed with the factual. The story of
fied Negro singer who contributed a Sam Bass's epitaph is revived as fact,
lyrical lament about the Lindbergh though historian Walter Prescott
kidnapping would qualify as a "hum- Webb laid it to rest back in 1924 in
ble minstrel." But I find it difficult Legends of Texas. On the other
to accept as minstrels of any sort hand, many New Mexicans will promany of the others included by the test that Billy the Kid, for all his
author, su(fu as newspaperman Yard faults, was not the thrill killer that
Jones, who in 1955 commemorated Mrs. Burt makes him out. She
the exe~ution of one Don Jesse Neal proceeds to explode the legend of
with~.a take-off on "Jesse James"
J~sse James ("unscrupulous ban~
called "Jesse." Mrs. Burt includes it dit" ), seemingly unaware that it is
"because of the hope it holds for a made up of motifs which have been

AMERICAN MURDER BALLADS, by Olive WooHey Burt. New
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attributed to Robin Hood, Pancho
Villa, William Brennan, Heraclio
Bernal, and many others.
. With the songs and anecdotes
from her own Utah the author works
much more fertile ground. It is to
be regretted that she did not writeabout these exclusively. The parts in
which she treats the early Mormon
days and her own family history,
such as her father's difficulties with
his neighbor over water rights, have
color and a~thenticity of detail.
The book is neither a .study of
murder folklore nor a collection of
ballads. It is more accurately described as a collection of short items
of the crime magazine type, with
some ballads thrown in by way of
illustration. But anyone who reads
the daily newspaper (not to mention

J
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the crime-magazine addict) will find
browsing through American Murder
Ballads an absorbing pastime. And
. since we have not changed too much
from our broadside-loving ancestors,
who took in the same diet of murder,
rape, and riot in blacklettertype, it
is to be expected that thi~ chatty
book~length column about moments
in American crime will find plenty
of readers.
-AMERICO PAREDES

Dr. Paredes teaches English and folklore at the University of Texas. He
has published several articles on the
folk ballad; and this ·fall the Univer-.
sity of Texas Press published his
documentary study of the ballad·
of border bandit Gregorio Cortez,
"With His Pistol in His Hand."

- THE SEAL of Oxford University Press first occurs
in print in Joseph Barnes's engraved University
Arms; he was the earliest printer to the-University and died in 1617. The University Arms were
·probably based upon ,a fictitious coat-of-arms,
invented after the rise of heraldry for the AngloSaxon king, St. Edmund. The earliest representation .of them is in one of the windowS" of the old library of BaIIiol
Col'ege and is dated about 1412-17. The motto, Dominus illuminatio mc;;a
(The Lord is my enlightening), apparently was introduced about 1540-50,
although the book itself appeared in the middle of the fourteenth century.
The seal with the motto is used only in books produced at the Oxford University Press in England. For books produced by the New York branch of
Oxford, "NY" is substituted.
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